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A new dark novel from this exciting author.
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A sleeping menace is roused deep in the darkness of the forest. For decades it grows,
biding its time, reaching out to tug at the ordinary lives of those living beyond the shadow
of the trees.
Their children begin to disappear.
Unaware and unsuspecting of the danger, a group of families, friends for many years,
journey to a newly re-opened hotel. It stands alone in a clearing a mile or more within the
forest boundary.
For some this will be their last reunion.
“Alison Buck is an exciting and strong new voice in modern fiction. Although her stories feature
powerful insights and express a female perspective on important issues and concerns they
successfully speak to readers of all genders, ages and beliefs. Dark, psychological drama, mixed
with wit and delivered with a light touch that makes you care about the hopes and dreams of her
characters.”
Throughout a science-biased education and subsequent years employed in graphic design and web site
development, Alison Buck has all the while been scribbling away, committing her stories to disc. Although,
as a rule, she concerns herself with apparently quite normal, everyday characters, populating what appear
to be quite normal and everyday surroundings, the events and dangers they encounter are rarely commonplace; Alison’s can be very dark, unsettling tales.
However, while the origin of these often menacing undercurrents in her stories is unclear, Alison assures
us that it is completely at odds with the happy and relatively menace-free family life she enjoys with her
husband, son and daughter in Kent.
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